I. INTRODUCTION
Gardner, Green, Kruskal, and Miura observed in their classic paper' that the squares of the eigenfunctions satisfy the formal adjoint of the linearized KdV equation, and the derivatives of these squares satisfy the linearized KdV equation itself. In Ref. 2, Sachs used this result and solved the Cauchy problem for the linearized KdV by applying an expansion formula for the squares of the eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger equation.
The present paper is a generalization of these results for a wider class of equations (GPKdV reduces to KdV when n = 1, N = 1). It makes use of the expansion formulas obtained in Ref. 3. Analogous questions have been considered in Ref. 4 for the Ablowitz- Kaup-Newell-Segur (AKNS) hierarchy. The problem of deriving orthogonality relations and expansion formulas for the Schrodinger equation2.5*6 and other similar equations3*' has been treated by many authors.
Let us consider the spectral problem (1) /kc, u@, ' = a/ax, where (I) is the Schwartz space of functions v:lR+C and N is a natural number. As usual, the functions u,, 1c, are assumed to depend also on a "time variable" t in connection with the evolution equations associated with ( 1).
Equation ( 1) is a generalization of the Schrodinger equation (N = 1) and we will call it a polynomial Schrodinger equation. It is known to be the spectral problem associated with a certain class of nonlinear evolution equations (here referred to as GPKdV) solvable8 by the inverse scattering method. Strictly speaking, the associated linear problem is not ( 1) but, according to the Lax pair for GPKdV (Theorem 1 ), the equivalent matrix equation 
where F = @o is a prolonged squared solution, x-*m F + 0.
Moreover, the following is true: 
Here n is used for generality. Often only the case a(,~) =y", n =0,1,2 ,..., is considered, referred to as a hierarchy of evolution equations. For N = 1 this is the KdV hierarchy and for N = 2 it is the Jaulent-Miodek hierarchy.
Despite the presence of a; i in A, (6) represents a system of differential equations. Indeed, as a consequence of Appendix B and formulas (3.12) and (3.18) in Ref. For simplicity the following theorem will consider only the case u. = 1, al = **a = a, = 0, the general result being written as a corollary.
Theorem 1: The GPKdV equations (6) On the other hand, where, due to Ci = ACi_ 1, we have
Finally, due to (9) we find
Corollary: The nonlinear evolution equations (6) can be represented in the form L,=AL-LA, A= i ad,-i.
i=O (10) Now we will find the time evolution of the solutions of ( 1 ), the prolonged and the prolonged squared solutions provided the potential v(x,t) evolves according to (6).
Lemma 2: If f(x,A) and v(x) satisfy (2) and (6), respectively, then f f -Af is another solution of (2).
Prooj Differentiating Lf = ,lf with respect to t yields L,f +Lft=nft
Using (10) and (2) we obtain L( f, -Af 1 =Uft-Af). We will be especially interested in the partial case ft-Af =O.
Lemma 2: If f (x,A) = t/a is a solution of (2) and f I = Af, then I/ evolves according to 
Theorem 2: If the solutions f = $a, g = +a of (2) satisfy the evolution equation yr = Ay, then (a) the prolonged squared solution F = fog evolves according to F,= i i=O Suppose it is true for some non-negative n. Then BJF=J '[v,] F+ JFt
(b) if, moreover, (6) holds, then JF evolves according to and therefore for n + 1 we obtain [using (7), (4), (5) . . .
In order to calculate this we need to use the linearity ofj, namely dc,,,-I +IWP,+ 1) =J@,,,-1 +Mv,)p,+ ,I, as well as 
Prooj Again we will prove the statement for a0 = 1, a, = a*-= a,, = 0 only. We have to show that
First we will prove (20) in the case when Sv&. Then it will follow for the general case as well because A%, depends on v, v,,..., polynomially and therefore does not contain a,-'. As a byproduct we get that B, is also a differential operator, not containing 8; '. For n = 0 we have In addition, on the rays I, we have
where for any function C$ we define $(A* ) = limE;z$(/z f id),n E Z,. Notice that k, = AZ"?0 and a, (A) = a(,%,). Also 
III. CAUCHY PROBLEM FOR THE LINEARIZED GPKdV EQUATIONS
Now we will find specific solutions of (l)-(4) for which the statements above apply. Equation ( 1) 
Next, (e) can be obtained by differentiating (25) with respect to t and using (a). Notice that /2,, = 0 due to (c).
For (f), in order to show that g/(x) solves (2) we differentiate (2) with respect to il and use (25) In order to solve the linearized GPKdV equation we need an expansion formula. We introduce the bilinear form 
In order to do that we need the following. Lemma 6: The functions in (27) satisfy the identities 
prmj (a) Let p(x,il) =$+(x,A+)+-(x,1-), q(x,A) =$+(x4-)$-(xJ+). Using (z2) and (24) severa1 times we obtain 
After interchanging x~*y in (30) and subtracting it out of (30) we obtain after cancellation are solutions of ( 19). Therefore, applying the expansion formula (3 1) we obtain the following. Theorem 4: The Cauchy problem for the linearized GPKdV equation ( 19) (subject to the restrictions in Remark 2) where v(x,t) evolves according to (6), with initial condition h(x,t=O) =h,(x)~L.r( -CO,CO), has a solution J, Ie 2ik+n(A)fJP(x,;l)(Q(;l,t = O),ho) -e -2ik+" '"'rJQ 
